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Caution 
It is presumed that fundamental project work as well as all work with regard to transport, assembly, 
installation, starting-up, maintenance and repair is performed by qualified personnel or supervised by 

skilled labour taking overall responsibility. Make absolutely sure that no voltage is applied at all 
while work is being done on the geared motor. Drive must also be secured against switching on. 

 
Caution 
Any deviation from normal operating conditions (increased power consumption, temperature, 
vibrations, noise etc.) or warning signals by monitoring equipment suggest malfunction. Inform  
the responsible maintenance personnel at once to prevent the trouble from getting worse and 

causing, directly or indirectly, serious physical injury or material damage. 
In case of doubt disconnect the machine immediately! 
 
Preparing and performing Installation 
- Transport lateches on drive are designed to carry the drive weight 
- the foundation (base) should be of adequate size and vibration-proof  
- install gear unit or geared motor rigid and braceless ensure sufficient ventilation 
- make use of tapped hole (DIN 332) to suit fastening to the shaft end  
- avoid shocks on shafts (bearing damage!) 
- preferably use flexible coupling between output shaft and driven machine 
- fit output elements to shaft end or secure feather key before start ng the motor 
 
Connection of motor 
- connect motor according to diagramm 
- make sure that mains voltage/frequency are in accordance with nameplate information 
- make secure protective conductor connection 
- if motor is running in reverse direction, interchange two phases 
- close unused cable entrances holes and the box itself in a dust- and watertight manner 
- install protective switches to prevent overload and phase failure 
- set motor protection switch to nominal current  
- wiring diagrams on the last page 
 
Starting up 
- in case of long-time storage take special precautions (as provided in works standard sheet 

"Extended Storage") 
- check position of oil-level plug with help of mounting position tables in applicable catalogue 
- check oil-level 
- prior to starting-up, remove vent plug form vent screw if necessary 
- if not specified otherwise, first oil filling as shown in list of lubricants 
- air-cooled motors are designed for ambient temperatures between –20°C and +40°C and for 

installation at attitudes <= 1.000 m above M.S.L. 
- their use in hazardous areas is prohibited unless they are expressly intended for such use (follow 

additional instructions) 
 
Maintenance  
MOTOR  
- remove dust deposit (overheating) 
- dismount anti-friction bearings for cleaning and refill with grease 
- ensure that the bearing cage is packed to about 1/3 with grease, distribute evenly 
- select proper type of lubricating grease from following table 
 
GEARBOX  
- regular oil level check 
- change lubricant every 10.000 working hours or after two years at the latest  
- combine the lubrication change with thorough cleaning of gear unit 
- lubricant changing intervals will be twice as long if synthetic products are used 
- extreme. working conditions (high air humidity, aggressive media and large temperature 

variations) call for reduced lubricant changing intervals 
 
Synthetic and mineral lubricants must not be mixed either for filling or for disposal!
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Wiring diagrams 
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Capacity [cm³] 
 
 

  Horizontal poition Vertical position 

Art.-Nr. Type B3 B6 B7 B8 B5 B5I B5II B5III V1 V3 V5 V6 

431003xx 
431014xx 
431025xx 
431038xx 
431048xx 
431059xx 

SK 02 150 400 400 700 250 600 500 500 600 600 600 600 

431024xx 
431047xx 
431058xx 
431070xx 
431081xx 

SK 12 250 500 500 850 350 900 600 600 900 850 750 750 

431002xx SK 13 600 700 700 1100 850 1200 950 950 1200 1200 1200 1250 

431036xx 
431046xx 
431069xx 
431080xx 

SK 22 500 1350 1350 2000 700 2000 1550 1550 1800 2000 1800 1800 

431011xx 
431034xx 
431044xx 

SK 23 1300 1600 1600 2300 2500 1500 2800 2800 2800 2600 2350 2400 

431010xx SK 33N 1600 2300 2300 3200 1900 3500 2600 2600 4400 3400 4200 2900 

 
 
Standard lubricant for the gearboxes is mineral oil. Synthetic oil is available at surchcharge. 
 
 
 


